In this paper we derive a general off-axis expansion valid for axi-symmetrical em. fields. With the application of general arguments a new method to determine analytically off-axis field components is presented, starting with the knowledge of the on-axis distribution of the longitudinal field component.
I. GENERAL EXPANSION
In deriving a general off-axis expansion for axi-symmetric em. field, we consider both TE-like and TM-like waves. The cylindrical symmetry of the field allows us to write:
3)
where Z, = d z is the vacuum impedance and (z,t) . Now with the recurrence relation obtained previously and the form of the em. field due to the symmetry, we finally have:
is the field on-axis.
We want to obtain a formula which allows to write the field off-axis, by the knowledge of the field on-axis shown above.
To do this, the simplest way is to consider the following Maxwell equations in empty space ( p = 0 , J = 0,
Assuming an harmonic time dependence as eiWf we project in cylindrical co-ordinates and replace the expressions of the fields in eq. 1, obtaining the following recurrence relations:
These are the most general expressions for off-axis expansion of any axis-symmetrical wave. Taking k = 0 in the previous expressions, the Helmoltz operator becomes
~P ( & ( z ) ) =~& ( z ) = &~~( z ) d2
and we get the case of electrostatic field for TM modes, and the magnetostatic field for TEi modes:
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The above expressions are written for a few terms of expansion and are in agreement with ref.
[l]: they can be used to obtain off-axis fields in magnetostatic and/or electrostatic lenses.
SPATIAL HARMONICS EXPANSION AND TMo10-7~ MODE
In a multi-cell accelerating structure, we know that under certain conditions the field on-axis can be expressed in Floquet form, see [2] , so & = R e Xb,expi(wt-k,z) , with k n = ("f") ~ while y is the phase shift per cavity cell.
Applying the Helmoltz operator to the Floquet form we obtain:
where K,, = kn/k. Substituting in the expressions of the general expansion (eqs.4), we have:
In multi-cell structures for relativistic particles we have This is the spatial harmonics expansion for a general axisymmetric em. field, which is described by the spatial harmonics coefficients b,. Setting b-(n+ll = b,* and y = E , we obtain the well-known TMo10-n standing mode used in many accelerating structures. The accelerating field on-axis, A, (z, t ) , in this particular case r _ where @o is the initial phase of the wave and a, are the harmonics satisfying the relation above. Since the Helmoltz operator doesn't act on the time variables, we may omit the exponential factor for simplicity. Defining k' = z / d we apply it on this expression obtaining:
where the first harmonic term is obtained as limit for n + 1: if K = 1 we obtain expressions in agreement with previous studies [2] . We compared the analytic field expression r . Ht(r,z) (eqs.6) with the corresponding numerical values generated by SUPERFISH in the case of a typical superconducting multicell cavity whose boundary is shown in fig.2 (solid line) . The range of application of the method is kr/2 < 1, the maximum order of expansion is about v z n for a chosen set of harmonics. The result of the comparison is shown in fig.1 , for a set of nine harmonics and seventh-order expansion. 
AN APPLICATION TO BEAM DYNAMICS IN RF GUNS
The field expansion off-axis derived in eq.6 may be used to obtain higher order components in the transverse momentum p r imparted by the RF field to a photo-electron accelerated in a RF gun cavity. Assuming that the particle of charge q ant1 rest mass m travels at v = c on a trajectory parallel to the zaxis, the transverse momentum p r at the cavity exit ( z = zf ) ,, can be easily computed via the Panofsky-Wentzel theorem [3] :
Where the RF gun cavity starts with the metallic cathode:
wall at z = zi, where the particles are generated. Since: Ar(z=zi)=O,and A,(z=zf)=-Er/m, p r comes out to be: not vanishing as in a standard multi-cell structure with open ends. Using the off-axis expansion of TMO10-n mode for the: case k = k' of eq.6, we obtain: It is interesting to note that the first and third order components in eq.8, obtained setting n = 3 and N = 1, have been already evaluated in ref. [4] , [5] The interest of considering higher order terms in p r is relevant for all beam dynamics studies involving trajectories close to the cavity irises its in dark currents, beam halos, RF guns studies.
IV. DESIGN OF THE CAVITY
Writing the family of the lines perpendicular to the equipotential lines of the field in the cavity, and setting initial conditions by specifying tlhe iris aperture and radius of cavity equator, we obtain a systern of parametric differential equation 
